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2022 NY Farm to School Institute: 
How to Apply

March 18, 2021

 

 

Presenter Introductions: 
 
Mikaela: Hello, everyone. Welcome to the FAQ webinar for the 2021 New York 
State Farm to School Institute and our upcoming application. My name is Mikaela 
Perry. I am the New York State Farm to Institution Training Coordinator, and I'm 
here with my colleague Ashlea. 
Ashlea: Hello, everyone. I'm Ashlea Raemer. I am the New York Regional Program 
Coordinator for American Farmland Trust, and I spend a significant chunk of my 
time working with the FINYS program. 
Stephanie: I am Stephanie Hsu, Program Manager for the initiative Farm to 
Institution NYS, or FINYS. We also have a special guest, one of our alumni 
participants and coach, Renee Garrett.  
Renee: I’m Renee Garrett, I am an alumni of the farm to school institute after 
participating for two years and now I am leading a team through the institute by 
co-coaching the Springville farm to school team 
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Overview

 

 

Mikaela: Here is an overview of just what we're going to cover today, who we are, 
like I said, and then we will go over what exactly is the Farm to School Institute, 
Institute benefits and learning opportunities, the logistics of how our virtual event 
will run this year, how and when to apply, and then we'll give you some contact 
information if you should have questions for us. Then we'll have Renee share her 
perspective as an alumni of the program.  
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Stephanie: Before we get into this video, Farm to Institution New York State is a 
collaborative initiative led by the American Farmland Trust to expand the volume 
of food grown on local farms that is served in New York institutions. Our efforts 
are led by an amazing leadership team, drawing together experts that are 
changing the local food economy all across New York. Together we have three 
main areas of focus, which include advancing public policy, educating institutions 
about buying locally, which is where the institute comes in, and framing success 
through resource sharing and documentation of changes in the local food 
economy in our state.  
 
So before we jump into this video, that explains more about FINYS and what 
exactly we do, I just want to take a moment to thank our funders who make all 
this possible. They include the NoVo Foundation, Joyce and Irving Goldman Family 
Foundation, the New York State Health Foundation, and individual contributors to 
AFT who support FINYS' mission. So thank you to making this program possible. 
And we'll go ahead and watch this video:  https://youtu.be/8nz4Ibo6bQ4 
youtu.be/8nz4Ibo6bQ4 

 
 

https://youtu.be/8nz4Ibo6bQ4
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NY Farm to School Institute 

• What is the NYFTS 
Institute? 
• History 
• 3-Cs: Classroom, 

Cafeteria, Community
• Hands-on, integrative 

learning across fields

 

 

Ashlea: So, what is the New York State Farm to School Institute? The institute is a 
year-long professional development program for K-12 schools and early childhood 
education programs in New York State to either create or develop their Farm to 
School program, and work towards getting more New York grown or raised food 
into the classroom cafeteria and community. The 2022 to 2023 school year will be 
the fourth year that we're hosting the New York State Farm to School Institute. 
The program was modeled off the Northeast Farm to School Institute that's been 
put on by Vermont FEED for over a decade, and we first adapted this program for 
a New York specific audience in 2019. These models use a three C's framework to 
approach from the school. The three C’s being classroom, cafeteria, and 
community. And this really refers to integrating your Farm to School efforts, in all 
of these different areas for the long-term sustainability of your Farm to School 
program. And in the New York Farm to School Institute, we also include an 
emphasis on racial equity and climate action, and a hands-on integrative learning 
across all these fields. 
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Institute Benefits & 
Opportunities

• Special focus on state 
Farm to School 
programs
(i.e., 30% Initiative)

• Recognition of diverse New York State schools
• State-specific networking and peer-to-peer 

mentorship 
• Year-long coaching support
• Bi-monthly workshops
• $5000 Implementation Award for F2S projects

 

 

Mikaela: Now we're just going to go over a bit of the benefits and opportunities of 
coming through our institute. Like Ashlea mentioned, New York is a very unique 
state. And so while you can engage in Farm to School with other states throughout 
the Northeast, and in New England, which is great, it is also very useful to develop 
peer networking and connections here in New York State with professionals who 
can help you to navigate especially New York specific policy programs around 
Farm to School. So we do have a special focus on the 30% initiative that many of 
our schools are working towards or hope to achieve within the next five years. We 
cannot guarantee that you'll reach the 30% if you come through our institute, 
however, if that is a goal of your specific program, then we work with you on 
achieving that goal and connect you to the people who can get you there.  
 
We also have an incredibly diverse state, so we are able to work with both our 
urban schools and also our more rural schools and everything in between. Some 
of the schools that come through our program are maybe like two or 300 students 
total. And we have also worked with New York City as a district which you know, 
serves millions of students. So we are really poised to help your school develop a 
program specific to you and and your action plan regardless of your student body 
makeup, your demographics, or your geographic location. And we are well 
connected to also distributors, food hubs and farmers in your area to help you 



make those connections as well. And so going off of that there's we can also 
provide you state specific networking and peer to peer mentorship. So even 
though we are virtual, we do our best to have networking events so that you can 
meet your cohort from all over the state. And we do hope that in May 2022, we 
can offer in person gatherings. As Ashlea mentioned, this is also the third year of 
this program, so we are gaining alumni as we go. And so there will be future 
alumni events where you can also meet professionals from other school programs 
who have come through the Institute. You can reach out to them, you can ask 
them how they achieved certain things, what resources they really leaned on to 
achieve their goals. If something is inspiring to you, we can always scale it to your 
own program. So that peer-to-peer mentorship becomes very important in the 
Institute.  
 
On top of this, we also provide year-long coaching support with either Stephanie, 
Ashlea or myself, so you'll have a coach who meets with you monthly or bimonthly 
depending on your schedule, helps to facilitate meetings with your team and gets 
you the resources that you might not feel you have access to or even know about.  
 
We also provide bimonthly workshops that are exclusive to institute participants. 
Like I said, these are virtual this year, but they have been very useful. Example 
workshops are menu planning, we hosted a farmer roundtable, we have some 
upcoming workshops with Poughkeepsie Farm Project on school gardening, 
multicultural literature in the garden, and then also some educators’ circles that 
focus on self-care. You can actually sign up for those if you'd like to get a taste of 
what Institute workshops might feel like. 
 
And then on top of all of this, we offer a $5,000 and implementation award. I do 
want to state specifically that this program is not a grant. And it does not work like 
a grant, it is a professional development opportunity. So there will be, you know, 
things that your team has to do in order to get the implementation award. But it's 
all to benefit you. And the purpose of the implementation award is really to 
support your goals. Sometimes, you know, if you have a goal to demo or scratch 
cooking in the cafeteria, for example, you might need that money to purchase 
some equipment that you don't already have. And so we really want to make sure 
that you are set up for success in your programming by coming through the 
Institute. 
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NY Farm to School Institute

   
 

 

     
 

 
 

 

 

Ashlea: The call for the applications for the 2022 Farm to School Institute is 
currently open. And will be open through March 18. So that gives you a little over 
a month from now to decide if the institute is right for your school and put 
together your application. 
 
Stephanie: Save the date for the last week of June. 2 days/ 2 nights in person, covid-19 dependent. As we 
monitor the situation, we are planning for dates in June but if we need to postpone for the safety of 
participants, we will look to host in the first two weeks of August. We will confirm the exact dates upon 
acceptance into the program. 
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Courtesy of Thomas A Edison Elementary School

Institute Logistics

Retreat: 
• Hold the Last Week of June
• Scheduled team time with your 

coach to develop individual 
action plans

• Peer Networking & Fun 
Activities

• Ongoing Workshops

Spring 2023 Celebration:
• In-person gathering in the 

Hudson Valley
• All travel expenses, lodging, 

and meals provided

 

 

Mikaela: Then for the logistics of the August retreat, it's going to be two days and 
two nights, hopefully in-person during June, but as Stephanie mentioned we will 
confirm these dates with the accepted cohort by April. Scheduled team time with 
your coach to help develop your individual action plans. And these action plans 
are kind of the core of your school's work through the Farm to School Institute. 
And then in September, we'll have another meeting with all the school teams to 
share back and have a bit of a peer review on your action plans and get some 
fresh ideas from other school teams about how you can really optimize your 
action plan for the year ahead. And then like we said, there'll be ongoing 
workshops throughout the year.  
 
And hopefully in spring of 2022, we'll be able to have an in person gathering in the 
Hudson Valley to really celebrate the accomplishments of the year and again work 
in some of that networking among the cohort. And should we be able to do this 
safely, all travel expenses, lodging and meals will be provided by FINYS. 
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Alumni Projects

• Procured an entire pig from a 
local farmer & planned school 
menu around the meat

• Distributing educational NY 
product boxes & Harvest of the 
Month samples to families via 
drive-through

• Invested in large scale 
immersion blender to utilize 
scratch ingredients for 
smoothies

• Planting 35 fruit trees for a 
school orchard

 

 

Stephanie: To get you all excited about the Institute and show you maybe some ideas of 
what you might accomplish in your year with us, I wanted to share some - and this is a 
very small amount - of the projects that our alumni have been able to accomplish as a 
result of the Institute. So, we have one school who was able to procure an entire pig 
from a local farmer, and then plan their menu for the rest of the school year around the 
meat that they would be able to get from this pig. Another school outside of Buffalo is 
distributing educational New York product boxes and harvest of the month samples to 
families with families can go through a drive thru pickup service and they get it through 
the window of their car. It's a box their students can take home and it has educational 
pamphlets and brochures from all over the state as well as different New York products 
of the family can test. But on top of that they're also handing out blank recipe cards so 
each family can write down recipes that utilize that product that are important to them. 
And at the end of the year, the school will put together a cookbook that represents their 
student body and their students’ families. Another school, downstate, invested in large 
scale immersion blenders so that they could utilize more scratch ingredients from local 
farms by making smoothies for their students, which was a hit. And then we have 
another school that has a land lab, and they are planning to plant 35 fruit trees for a 
school orchard for future use. So like I said, a small number of the projects that are 
happening around the state, but just some ideas to get that excitement and let you 
know what is possible through this program. 
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Alumni View: 
Forestville

Superintendent 
Renee Garrett

 

 

Renee Garrett: As I said earlier, I am Renee Garrett, the superintendent at 
Forestville Central School District. I'm also a co-coach this year, I have been with 
the NY Farm to School Institute for three rounds. Our first round, we were lucky to 
be the first cohort that did an in-person event. And it was extremely powerful. 
However, I will say the virtual events have been just as powerful. So many benefits 
are actually read through this program. It's a great opportunity to network with 
other districts, you have that synergy, the excitement is extremely contagious, you 
have an opportunity to share strengths and learn how to overcome barriers or 
challenges that you're facing as you implement your Farm to School program in 
your district that maybe other districts are facing too. It really is a side-by-side 
learning journey with your coaches as they actively assist you. The workshops are 
invaluable, they provide something that's a real great resource. And that is time 
with your team. And time to build that structure. And that team time so that you 
can make things happen when you're back in district. They help us keep focus 
throughout the year to by constantly referencing our goals and objectives that live 
in our action plans. So we're constantly referencing that action plan and those 
objectives at the same time. It gives us permission to explore and try new things. 
Our coach and the FINYS team and the American Farmland Trust have been a 
great resource throughout the entire process, not just the beginning stages where 
you start everything and you have that kernel of a start. They help you through 



the entire journey. They send you resources on any topic that you can imagine. 
And they might not know the answer right away, but they definitely get back to 
you every single time. Whether it's information on virtual field trips in your area, 
or outside of your area outside of your state recipes, or just lending a listening ear 
so that they can kind of be a sounding board to you so that you can make things 
successful.  
 
As Mikaela said, there's funding with this, it's $5,000. And you can do so many 
things outside your normal budget that are fun and interesting for staff and 
students and parents. Some of the things that we did, we had matching t-shirts for 
our teams. We bought t-shirts for students and t-shirts for farmers that branding 
and identifying a logo with the actual movement really helps everyone else. We 
use some of that money to purchase local farm fresh produce and meat products 
so that we can really institute scratch cooking on our menu. We use the Vermont 
cookbook which is free. So if you get a chance when you move through this 
process, you get a chance to look at that Vermont cookbook I would highly 
recommend it. Some of the other ideas for funding that we use were raffles for 
free products during a huge open house event where we educated our parents 
and highlighted our farmers. We purchased displays and cooking supplies because 
we were in dire need of basic things like knives and knife skills. So we did some 
training for our staff. We did taste test and field trips. But most importantly, I think 
we honored our local farmers by including them in the educational process. We 
highlighted a feature Farmer of the month on each and every menu in our 
newsletter, local paper. And we borrowed this idea from another team when we 
met, we actually had a cream of the crop award, which I'll post the link in the chat. 
It's an Amazon plastic piece of corn that's in gold, and it says cream of the crop 
and we gave that to each and every one of our farmers and they loved it.  
 
Switching gears a little bit as a coach, we have a really strong team at Springville 
Griffith Institute. They're trying all kinds of new things such as guest speakers that 
are farmers in classrooms taste test in their kitchen. I think last week, they were 
making beet brownies, brownies that are made with beet juice, and you have to 
try it, you'll love it. They are featuring produce on each of their menus, and they 
have a strong Future Farmers of America program that's highly tied into their 
action plan. So students are involved in each and every level. If you get a chance 
to apply for this, you will not be sorry. Thank you for listening. 
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Who 
Should 
Apply?

• Assess your school 
environment

• Assess capacity and 
enthusiasm levels 
from community and 
school 

• Form your school 
team of 5 participants 
in different Farm to 
School roles

Courtesy of East End Farm to School Project  

 

Mikaela: So you might be wondering, how do you know if you're ready to apply or 
if your school is a good fit? First of all, I do want to mention that our programs are 
best setup for individual schools, we have had districts come through in the past, 
and it's just much easier, because each school is so different, even within a district 
to come through as one school team. Another reason for this, especially in the 
virtual environment is that it's easier if some of your team members actually know 
each other. Because a lot of the Institute and the work you'll do with your coach is 
focused on team building so that you can actually accomplish your goals and work 
well together.  
 
So you should assess your school environment. This means you should see who 
has interest in Farm to School, is it mostly coming from one person or have 
teachers expressed interest the community has expressed excitement, your 
cafeteria is on board, we've found that the schools that are the most successful in 
achieving their farm to school goals are those who have interest in buy in from 
many different areas across the school, especially administrative support. And 
that the people who are working on the ground in the cafeteria know what's going 
on. Of course, we focus on the three C's. So Farm to School is not only about 
what's happening in the cafeteria, and because of that, we invite you to have 
maybe an interested community member on your team, that could be a parent, 



that could be someone who works with you on behalf of a community partner 
organization. So just as much buy in as you can get from the entire community. 
And we also encourage you to think of who might be interested but who hasn't 
been asked to have a seat at the Farm to School table, so to speak. So who is in 
your community? Who might really be interested in putting together a program 
like this, but their voice hasn't yet been included? How can you bring them into 
your Farm to School goals to ensure that the program you put together really 
benefits your students.  
 
So assessing capacity also is an important part, especially as we're virtual, 
especially as you know, hopefully, the school year next year will be a little more 
certain. But who knows? So you want to make sure that the team members who 
are on this team coming through this institute have the time and the capacity to 
dedicate, I would say maybe at least two, maybe three hours per month to this 
programming and to your team meetings.  
 
So we do look for five to eight participants for team members per team that have 
that capacity. And you'll you will have one team lead and that person will be the 
person in charge of putting together meetings. Of course, you'll have help from 
your coach and facilitation. But really scheduling those meetings, getting the team 
together. Communicating with your coach, if there's extra resources or questions 
you have that team lead will really be the person leading all of that. 
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How & 
When to 

Apply

• Visit www.finys.org/institute to complete online 
application or download and complete Word 
version. 

• Deadline is 5:00 pm, March 18, 2022
• Institute participants notified April 2022

Courtesy of Newburgh Free Academy

 

 

 
Ashlea: So now we've made it through the webinar, and you're still with us, you 
want to apply for the 2022 Farm to School Institute. How do you do it? If you go to 
www.finys.org/institute, you will find a link to both an online application form and 
a Microsoft Word document download with the application for this year on it. You 
can complete and submit the application either way, we have no preference. It's 
whatever works best for you, if you'd prefer to complete a Google form, or if you 
would prefer to complete a Word document and email it to us. Both formats are 
fine. It's just the deadline is five o'clock pm on March 18, 2022. So, about a month 
from now. And Institute participants will be notified of their acceptance in April 
2022. 
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Ashlea Raemer Stephanie Hsu Mikaela Perry

araemer@farmland.org shsu@farmland.org mperry@farmland.org

(315) 741-5942 (347)395-2478 (315)748- 5141

Contact Us

 

 

Ashlea: If you would like to contact us with any questions or concerns. In the 
meantime, all our email addresses and phone numbers are on this slide. Thank 
you so much for joining us today! 
 
 
 

 


